We use spectral stacking to measure the contribution of galaxies of different masses and in different hierarchies to the cosmic atomic hydrogen (HI) mass density in the local Universe. Our sample includes 1793 galaxies at z < 0.11 observed with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope, for which Sloan Digital Sky Survey spectroscopy and hierarchy information are also available. We find a cosmic HI mass density of Ω HI = (3.99 ± 0.54) × 10 −4 h −1 70 at z = 0.065. For the central and satellite galaxies, we obtain Ω HI of (3.51 ± 0.49) × 10 −4 h −1 70 and (0.90 ± 0.16) × 10 −4 h −1 70 , respectively. We show that galaxies above and below stellar masses of ∼10 9.3 M ⊙ contribute in roughly equal measure to the global value of Ω HI . While consistent with estimates based on targeted HI surveys, our results are in tension with previous theoretical work. We show that these differences are, at least partly, due to the empirical recipe used to set the partition between atomic and molecular hydrogen in semi-analytical models. Moreover, comparing our measurements with the cosmological semi-analytic models of galaxy formation S and GALFORM reveals gradual stripping of gas via ram pressure works better to fully reproduce the properties of satellite galaxies in our sample, than strangulation. Our findings highlight the power of this approach in constraining theoretical models, and confirm the non-negligible contribution of massive galaxies to the HI mass budget of the local Universe.
INTRODUCTION
Neutral atomic hydrogen (HI) plays a key role in the formation and evolution of galaxies. As the simplest, most abundant, and spatially extended galactic gas component, atomic hydrogen is important to understand a wide range of astrophysical processes such as star formation histories and galaxy interactions, as well as trace the cosmic large−scale structure.
In recent years, observational constraints on the HI content of galaxies have become available for local and higher-redshift samples. The HI Parkes All-Sky Survey (HIPASS; Barnes et al. 2001) has detected HI emission from 5,317 galaxies at 0 < z < 0.04 over a sky area of 21,341 deg 2 (Meyer et al. 2004; Wong et al. ⋆ Contact e-mail: wkhu@nao.cas.cn 2006), and the Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA (ALFALFA) survey (Giovanelli et al. 2005) has detected ∼ 31,500 galaxies out to z = 0.06 over a sky area of approximately 7,000 deg 2 . These large-area surveys allow for accurate measurement of the local HI mass function and the cosmic HI gas density (Zwaan et al. 2005; Martin et al. 2010; Jones et al. 2018) .
Beyond the local Universe, HI emission has been detected from galaxies up to z ∼ 0.3 with deep integrations (Zwaan et al. 2001; Verheijen et al. 2007; Catinella et al. 2008; Fernández et al. 2016) . The ongoing COSMOS HI Large Extragalactic Survey (CHILES) with the upgraded Jansky Very Large Array is imaging HI over the z = 0− 0.45 redshift interval and holds the current record for the highest-redshift HI emission detection at z = 0.376 (Fernández et al. 2016) .
ies in different environments reveal that galaxies in dense regions are usually HI deficient (Davies & Lewis 1973; Haynes et al. 1984; Solanes et al. 2001; Cortese et al. 2011; Catinella et al. 2013; Odekon et al. 2016; Stark et al. 2016; Brown et al. 2017) , whereas gas-rich galaxies are typically found in the most weakly clustered regions (Meyer et al. 2007; Martin et al. 2012) .
In addition to direct HI detection, the spectral stacking technique has also been successfully used to probe HI in galaxies out to z ∼ 1.45 (Verheijen et al. 2007; Lah et al. 2009; Bera et al. 2018) and to quantify gas scaling relations of nearby galaxies (Fabello et al. 2011b) and their dependence on environment and active galactic nuclear activity (Fabello et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2015 Brown et al. , 2018 Fabello et al. 2011a; Geréb et al. 2013; Bera et al. 2019) . The cosmic HI gas density has also been successfully constrained at different redshifts (0.0−0.37) (Lah et al. 2007; Delhaize et al. 2013; Rhee et al. 2013 Rhee et al. , 2016 Rhee et al. , 2018 . In particular, Kanekar et al. (2016) used the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) to stack HI emission from massive star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1.18 − 1.34, the highest redshift measurement of HI flux ever made using HI spectral stacking.
Despite these successes and the general agreement on the estimate of the global HI mass density in the local Universe, the relative contribution of different types of galaxies to Ω(HI) is still under debate. Schiminovich et al. (2010) measured the cumulative HI mass density above a given HI mass for ∼190 galaxies with M * > 10 10 M ⊙ , obtained from the GALEX Arecibo SDSS Survey (GASS; Catinella et al. 2010) . They found that 36 ± 5 per cent of the total HI mass density is from galaxies with M * > 10 10 M ⊙ . Lemonias et al. (2013) presented the bivariate atomic hydrogen-stellar mass function for 480 galaxies in the GASS Data Release 2 , finding that massive systems (M * > 10 10 M ⊙ ) contribute 41 per cent of the HI density in the local Universe. These results from observations consistently show that a significant fraction of the HI mass in the local Universe is associated with massive galaxies. However, these findings appear in contradiction with what found in cosmological simulations. Using the GALFORM model of galaxy formation set in the cold dark matter (ΛCDM) framework, Lagos et al. (2014a) studied the contribution of galaxies with different properties to the global HI density. They predicted that the density of HI is always dominated by galaxies with low stellar masses (M * < 10 9 M ⊙ ) and only ∼ 9 per cent of the HI density is contributed by galaxies with M * > 10 10 M ⊙ . The difference between observations and simulations suggests that the mechanisms driving the HI distribution in galaxies with different stellar masses are not yet well understood. Whether this is an issue with current data or a limitation of state-of-the-art numerical models is still unclear.
In order to help solving this apparent tension between theory and observations, in this paper we quantify the contribution of galaxies of different masses to the cosmic HI density. We compare our results with previous observations and simulations and try to explain the differences emerging from previous works. Moreover, we quantify for the first time the contribution of centrals and satellites to Ω(HI).
In Hu et al. (2019, hereafter Paper I), we developed an interferometric stacking technique to study the HI content of galaxies at z < 0.12, yielding an accurate measurement of the cosmic HI density in the local Universe and confirming that there is little evolution in Ω HI at low redshift. In this paper we use the same sample and technique to further explore the contribution of centrals and satellites to the cosmic HI density. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the observational data and the galaxy group catalogue used in this work. We summarize the spectral extraction and stacking methodology in Section 3, present our measurements of Ω HI as a function of stellar mass and hierarchy in Section 4, and compare these with semianalytic model simulations in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss the implications of our results for our understanding of the gas cycle in galaxies. Throughout this paper we use H • = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω m = 0.3 and Ω Λ = 0.7.
SAMPLE

HI Data
The sample used in this work is described in detail in Paper I. Briefly, the HI observations were carried out with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT), and consisted of 36 individual pointings in a strip of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) South Galactic Cap (21h < RA < 2h and 10 • < DEC <16 • . Each pointing was observed with an integration time varying between 5 hr and 12 hr, for a total observing time of 351 hr. Data from one of the pointings were discarded due to bad quality. The half-power beam width (HPBW) of WSRT is 35 ′ , and the average synthesized beam size is 108 ′′ × 22 ′′ . The overall frequency range for the reduced data is 1.406 GHz to 1.268 GHz, corresponding to a redshift range of 0.01 < z < 0.12. However, due to stronger radio frequency interference (RFI) at higher redshift we set an upper redshift limit of z = 0.11.
Optical data
We use SDSS Data Release 7 (Abazajian et al. 2009 ) as the optical catalogue for our stacking analysis. With the target selection algorithm described in Strauss et al. (2002) , the SDSS sample has a completeness that exceeds 99% (excluding fibre collisions). We extract SDSS spectroscopic targets within the footprint of our WSRT observations. This is defined by the regions where the normalized primary beam response is above 0.1. This provides us with a sample of 1,895 galaxies spanning the redshift range 0.01 < z < 0.11. We complement the photometric information provided by the SDSS catalog with stellar masses taken from the MPA-JHU (Max-Planck Institute for Astrophysics -John Hopkins University) value-added galaxy catalogue (Kauffmann et al. 2003) .
Galaxy Group Catalogue
In order to identify centrals and satellite galaxies in our sample, we use a dark matter halo group catalogue based on the galaxies in the SDSS main galaxy sample with redshift completeness C 0.7 (Yang et al. 2007 (Yang et al. , 2012 . The first Yang group catalogue derived from the SDSS DR4 (Yang et al. 2007 ) used about 362,356 galaxies to identify groups in the redshift range 0.01 < z < 0.2. Extending their analysis to SDSS DR7 (Yang et al. 2012 ) they increased the number of galaxies to ∼ 599,300. In this catalogue the dark matter halos are identified using the following iterative process: (1) identification of potential group centres;
(2) calculation of the group luminosity for each tentative group; (3) estimation of mass, size and velocity dispersion of the dark matter halo associated with it (initially using a constant mass-to-light ratio for all groups); (4) based on the properties of the associated halo, the candidate group members might be reassigned; (5) a new group centre is then computed and the process is iterated until there is no further change in the group membership. . The distributions of central and satellite galaxies are shown by red and green lines, respectively. The hatched blue regions show the missing galaxies after cross-matching with the Yang catalogue (see text). The missing galaxies tend to be faint and low-mass systems. The intervals for redshift and stellar mass bins are 0.005 and 0.2 dex.
The final halo masses are assigned via abundance matching, using the halo mass function derived by Warren et al. (2006) . Here, we adopt the assumption that the galaxy with the largest stellar mass is the central galaxy. Other galaxies in the group will be called satellites.
The group catalogue excludes galaxies with a redshift completeness C < 0.7. The cross-matching of the source list of our pointings (SDSS DR7) and the Yang catalogue (DR7) reduces the number of galaxies in our sample by ∼ 5%, from 1895 to 1793 galaxies; the matched subset has a mean redshift of z = 0.065. We show the redshift and stellar mass distribution of central (red histogram), satellite (green) and all galaxies (blue) in Figure 1 . Of the 1793 galaxies, 699 (39%) are classified as satellites and 1094 (61%) as centrals, of which 906 are isolated. In what follows, we consider the isolated galaxies as central galaxies. We note that 350 galaxies do not have associated halo masses, as the group catalogue does not assign halo masses to very small halos and/or isolated centrals with low stellar mass. However, this does not affect our analysis, which is based only on the central/satellite distinction.
STACKING PROCEDURE
The stacking technique used in this paper is described in detail in Paper I. In summary, after the removal of residual continuum emission from very bright sources, the HI spectra are de-redshifted and the HI flux density is conserved by applying: S ν res = S ν obs /(1+z). The flux spectra are converted into mass spectra using the following relation:
where S ν is the de-redshifted HI flux density in Jy, D L is the luminosity distance in Mpc, f is the normalized primary beam response, and m HI is in units of M ⊙ MHz −1 . The spectrum of i-th galaxy is weighted by:
where σ is the rms noise of the flux density spectrum in Jy. The averaged final stacked spectrum is obtained from:
The integrated HI mass of a stack is then defined as the integral along the frequency axis over the mass spectrum:
where ∆ν = 1.5 MHz in this paper, corresponding to ±317 km s −1 . We estimate the error on the HI mass measurement through jackknife resampling. From the total sample of n spectra, n/20 randomly selected spectra are removed at a time to construct 20 jackknife samples, from which 20 mass spectra are obtained. The jackknife estimate of the true variance of the measured value of the integrated HI mass is then given by:
where M HI refers to the averaged HI mass spectrum from the original sample. We can also measure M HI /L and its error by stacking the individual M HI /L spectra. We do this via Equation 3 and 4, with M HI replaced by M HI /L.
Confusion Correction
The value of the average HI mass measured via this stacking method is potentially increased by beam confusion. In other words, individual spectra might be contaminated by additional HI flux from neighbouring galaxies at similar recessional velocity as the targeted galaxy, located within the WSRT beam and spectra extraction region. Although the WSRT synthesized beam is small, ∼ 7 per cent of our sample is potentially confused with neighbouring galaxies. We follow the method in Fabello et al. (2012) to model the confusion, estimating the total signal S i as the sum of the sample galaxy S s and the companions (S c ) weighted with two factors:
where f 1 and f 2 model the overlap between the sample galaxy and its companion in angular and redshift space. These are given by:
where x, y are the projected angular distances between sample galaxies and the companion, σ x = (2 √ 2ln2) × 22 arcsec and σ y = (2 √ 2ln2) × 108 arcsec. w is the expected HI line width and δw is the velocity overlap between the sample galaxy S s and the companion. We evaluate the expected width by: w obs = w T F sin(i), and w T F is estimated from the r-band Tully-Fisher relation from Pizagno et al. (2007) . The inclination i is given by (Springob et al. 2007) :
where b/a is the r-band disk axis ratio from the SDSS catalogue (a and b are the semimajor and semiminor axis, respectively), and (b/a) eos = 0.2 is the intrinsic axial ratio for an edge-on spiral (Springob et al. 2007 ). Finally, the expected HI mass of each companion is estimated using the relation between M HI and galaxy optical diameter (Toribio et al. 2011) :
where the r-band diameter, D 25,r , is calculated following Odekon et al. (2016) as:
where isoA r is the r-band isophotal major axis in pixels, 0.39 ′′ arcsec −1 is the SDSS pixel scale, and adist is the number of kiloparsecs per arcsecond at the distance of the galaxy. With all the parameters given above, the true signal from the sample galaxy is:
The confusion correction will be applied later to all the stacking measurements of real data. However, we find that this correction is pretty small for our sample -the uncorrected values of M HI for all galaxies, satellites only and centrals only are 1.4, 1.8 and 1.4 per cent larger than the corresponding results obtained after applying our confusion correction, respectively (see also Paper I).
COSMIC HI DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF STELLAR MASS AND HIERARCHY
Splitting centrals and satellites
In principle, the cosmic HI density ρ HI can be computed as:
where φ M * (M * ) is the stellar mass function. For consistency with the group catalog used here, we adopt the stellar mass function estimate by Yang et al. (2009) , based on 369,447 SDSS galaxies with redshifts in the range 0.01 z 0.20 and parameterised as a Schechter function Schechter (1976) :
The normalization φ * M * , turnover point M * and low-mass end slope α for all, satellite and central galaxies are listed in Table 1 . The HI density in each stellar mass bin can then be obtained as:
once M HI (M i * ) is estimated by stacking galaxies in our sample per bin of stellar mass.
The result of this stacking procedure is shown in Figure 2 . We recover the well known increase of atomic gas mass with stellar mass, and confirm that central galaxies (red) have significantly larger HI reservoirs than satellites (green) at all stellar masses. We compare our results with those obtained from the extended GASS survey (xGASS; Catinella et al. 2018 ), a targeted and HI gas-fraction-limited survey of 1179 galaxies selected only by stellar mass (10 9 M ⊙ <M * <10 11.5 M ⊙ ) and redshift (0.01<z<0.05). We use the xGASS representative sample, excluding galaxies flagged as confused, and estimate average HI masses per bin of stellar mass using Eq. 4. Given that xGASS includes non-detections, we estimate the average HI content in two ways, by setting the HI masses of the non-detections to their upper limits or to zero. The difference (generally negligible) between the two approaches is shown by the thickness of the lines in Fig. 2 . We find that the stacking of our WSRT data produces results consistent with those obtained from xGASS. This is not trivial, as observations and techniques are significantly different. The only tension is for the most massive (i.e., stellar masses >10 10.5 M ⊙ ) satellites, for which our stacking technique predicts HI masses a factor of ∼2 lower than xGASS. This is likely due to the different selection of the two samples but, as we show below, it does not affect our results. Indeed, this would only strengthen our main conclusion that massive galaxies significantly contribute to the cosmic HI density in the local Universe.
The overall agreement between our stacking procedure and xGASS gives us confidence on the reliability of our approach. We can thus take advantage of Eq. 15 to estimate how the HI mass density in galaxies varies as a function of stellar mass. As shown in Fig. 3 , the distribution of HI density as a function of stellar mass is well approximated by a Schechter function (see Table 3 ), with the knee of the distribution clearly above 10 10 M ⊙ and an either declining or flat slope at low stellar masses. By integrating the fitted Schechter functions for all galaxies, and for centrals and satellites separately, we find the following values of cosmic HI density in the local Universe:
where the error is estimated with error propagation. For the integrations here and below, we do not include the HI mass in galaxies with M * < 10 5 M ⊙ . Our value of Ω HI is consistent with that presented in Paper I ((4.02 ± 0.26) × 10 −4 h −1 70 ), although based on a slightly restricted sample and different technique, as well as with previous literature values determined using either HI stacking (Delhaize et al. 2013; Lah et al. 2007; Kanekar et al. 2016; Rhee et al. 2013 Rhee et al. , 2016 Rhee et al. , 2018 or 21-cm emission detections (Zwaan et al. 2005; Martin et al. 2010; Freudling et al. 2011; Hoppmann et al. 2015; Jones et al. 2018) .
The sum of the HI densities of central and satellite galaxies, Ω HI,ce and Ω HI,sa , is (4.41 ± 0.52) × 10 −4 h −1 70 , which is consistent with the result from the measurement using all galaxies, confirming that our technique is self-consistent. About ∼80% percent of the HI content is located in central galaxies, with satellites contributing less than ∼20%. Combining with the stacking results, we find that at low redshift central galaxies not only have larger average HI masses than satellite galaxies, but also contain most of the HI content in the Universe. Of course, this is entirely expected: not only centrals dominate satellites in numbers at all stellar masses, but satellite galaxies are also generally gas-poorer than centrals at fixed stellar mass (e.g., Catinella et al. 2013 ). Before we proceed, it is important to note that the technique used to estimate Ω HI in this work is significantly different from that using the M HI /L bias correction presented in Paper I, where we first estimated the mean HI mass-to-light ratio of galaxies via stacking and then bootstrapped from the SDSS luminosity function. As SDSS is magnitude-limited, many optically faint but HI-rich galaxies are missing. Thus, to correct for this selection bias, in Paper I we derived a weight factor (C1) that accounts for the different massto-light ratios of the sample compared to an unbiased selection of galaxies. Using this method and the luminosity functions for all, satellites and centrals given by Yang et al. (2009) , we find:
This value of Ω HI is consistent with the result in Paper I (Ω HI = (4.02 ± 0.26) × 10 −4 h −1 70 ), although the sample in this work is not exactly the same (we lost galaxies that have no matches in the group catalog). For the centrals and satellites the same technique provides (see Table 2) :
Ω HI,sa = (0.96 ± 0.14) × 10 −4 h −1 70 .
These values are consistent with the measurements presented above, and derived from the Schechter function fitting to the stacking in stellar mass bins, suggesting that the two methods are self-consistent. While in principle we could have directly measured M HI /M * and used a correction factor to compute the HI density as we did in Paper I, in practice this is less robust. Indeed, while M HI /L at low r-band luminosity can be extrapolated using a power-law relation between M HI /L and luminosity, there is no simple relation between M HI /M * and M * (Lagos et al. 2018; Catinella et al. 2018; Parkash et al. 2018) .
The cosmic HI mass density as a function of stellar mass
We can use the technique presented above to determine what is the contribution of galaxies of different stellar masses to the cosmic HI density of the local Universe, as this has been a matter of debate in the last few years. To do so, we integrate the best-fitting Schechter function to the ρ HI − M * relation shown in Fig. 3 (blue symbols and line) in different intervals of stellar mass. The results are presented as a cumulative distribution in Fig. 4 (top panel, blue line) and as differential bins in Table 4 . We also present the corresponding results for the subsets of central and satellite galaxies in Fig. 3  (red and green symbols, respectively) , Fig. 4 (bottom panel) and Table 4 , For all the populations investigated in this paper, we find that galaxies below and above a stellar mass of ∼ 10 9.3 M ⊙ contribute roughly equally to the total cosmic HI density. This mass threshold is slightly smaller than the stellar mass of M33 (∼3-6 × 10 9 M ⊙ , Corbelli 2003) showing that, while low-mass galaxies are certainly important for the total HI mass budget of the local Universe, highmass systems cannot be neglected -indeed, ∼30% of the atomic all galaxies central galaxies satellite galaxies Figure 3 . HI density as a function of stellar mass for the whole sample, centrals and satellites (same symbols as Fig. 2) . The HI density is obtained using the measured M HI from stacking and the stellar mass density from SDSS: ρ HI (M * ) = M HI (M * ) × φ M * (M * ). The dashed lines indicate the best Schechter fits to the data (see Table 3 ).
hydrogen in local galaxies is found in systems with stellar masses greater than ∼ 10 10 M ⊙ . Interestingly, Schiminovich et al. (2010) used ∼ 190 galaxies from the GASS survey (M * > 10 10 M ⊙ , 0.025 < z < 0.050) and found that 36 ± 5 per cent of the total HI mass density is in galaxies with M * > 10 10 M ⊙ . More recently, using a sample of 480 galaxies from the second data release of GASS, Lemonias et al. (2013) computed the bivariate HI mass-stellar mass function for the range of stellar masses targeted by GASS, Ω HI,M * >10 10 M ⊙ , and found that massive galaxies contribute 41% of the HI density in the local Universe. We plot these two values in the top panel of Fig. 4 as a red cross and a green triangle, respectively. Our findings are consistent, within errors, with both estimates, with a slightly better agreement with Schiminovich et al. (2010) . This is remarkable given that both the samples and the techniques used in this work are very different from the ones used by Schiminovich et al. (2010) and Lemonias et al. (2013) , providing independent support to the 4 . The cumulative fraction of Ω HI in galaxies above a given stellar mass for all galaxies (top panel, blue) and for satellites and centrals (bottom panel, green and red, respectively), with shaded regions showing the errors. In the top panel, we also present the Ω HI fraction measured by Schiminovich et al. (2010, red cross) and Lemonias et al. (2013, green right triangle) . In both panels, circles and left triangles show predictions from the GP14+GRP and S semi-analytic models, respectively. The vertical dot-dashed line and light grey area indicate the region where our WSRT observations reached M HI ∼ 10 8.3 M ⊙ , below which the HI density is computed by extrapolation using the fitted ρ HI (M * ). This threshold happens to be similar to the resolution limit of the two simulations, M * ∼ 10 8 M ⊙ . Table 3 . Parameters of the best Schechter fits to ρ HI (M * ) for all galaxies, satellites only and centrals only (see Fig. 3 ).
Populations
φ * M * α logM * (10 7 Mpc −3 dM * ) (M ⊙ ) All 3.07 ± 0.38 −0.79 ± 0.04 10.79 ± 0.03 satellites 0.49 ± 0.08 −0.86 ± 0.06 10.75 ± 0.04 centrals 3.85 ± 0.48 −0.69 ± 0.05 10.71 ± 0.04 important contribution of massive galaxies to the cosmic HI mass budget of the local Universe.
COMPARISON WITH SEMI-ANALYTICAL MODELS OF GALAXY FORMATION
In this section we show that our measurements offer stringent constraints to galaxy formation simulations, by providing a clear separation between the contributions of centrals and satellite galaxies of different stellar masses to Ω HI . Lagos et al. (2014a) presented predictions for the contribution of galaxies with different stellar masses to the cosmic densities of atomic and molecular hydrogen in the context of galaxy formation in a ΛCDM framework. They use three flavours of the semi-analytic model (SAM) of galaxy formation GALFORM (Cole et al. 2000) : the Lagos12 (Lagos et al. 2013) , Gonzalez-Perez14 (Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014 ) and Lacey16 (Lacey et al. 2016 ) models. In these three models, they found the density of HI to be always dominated by galaxies with low stellar masses (M * < 10 9 M ⊙ ), clearly in tension with our findings.
In order to perform a more accurate comparison between our findings and those of Lagos et al. (2014a) , we focus on the z = 0 simulated (500 Mpc/h) 3 box of GALFORM (Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014) , which includes a treatment of gradual ram-pressure stripping for satellite galaxies described in Lagos et al. (2014b) . We refer to this model as "GP14+GRP", following the naming convention adopted by the authors. The gradual ram-pressure stripping implementation allows satellite galaxies to continue to experience gas accretion after they cross the virial radius of the group, thus increasing the timescale needed for the quenching of the star formation. From the model, we select all galaxies with stellar mass M * > 10 5 M ⊙ and calculate Ω HI using:
where M i HI is the HI mass of the i-th galaxy and V is the total simulated volume. However, it is worth mentioning that the resolution of this model translates into a stellar mass limit of ∼ 10 8 M ⊙ , below which galaxies are not expected to be converged. This roughly corresponds to the stellar mass limit of our sample, as indicated by the grey area in Fig. 4 . The cumulative distributions for Ω HI as a function of stellar mass obtained for all galaxies in GP14+GRP and for centrals and satellites separately are shown by the filled circles in Fig. 4 . As expected, the GP14+GRP model significantly underestimates the contribution of galaxies with stellar masses greater than 10 9 M ⊙ to the atomic gas mass density in the local Universe. Interestingly, despite the well known limitation of the GP14+GRP model in reproducing the properties of satellite galaxies (Brown et al. 2017) , the mismatch that we see in this case is mainly driven by central galaxies. For galaxies more massive than ∼10 9.5 M ⊙ , the model predicts a factor of ∼2 less gas than what observed in our sample.
Recently, Lagos et al. (2018) presented a new semi-analytic model of galaxy formation, S , with improvements over previous SAMs in the ability to reproduce galaxy scaling relations. Chauhan et al. (2019) also recently showed that S is able to reproduce the HI mass-velocity width relation observed by the AL-FALFA survey. It is thus interesting to see if the tension between observations and simulations extends to the S implementation as well.
We use the S z = 0 simulated box of (210 Mpc/h) 3 volume. This model assumes instantaneous stripping of the hot gas of satellites, which means that their hot halo is stripped as soon as they cross the virial radius of their group. This generally causes a relatively fast exhaustion of their interstellar medium and star formation quenching. We analyse S exactly in the same way as the GP14+GRP model and the results are shown in Fig. 4 as triangles.
We find that S is in much better agreement with our observations for central galaxies. For example, about 25% of the cosmic HI density is located in galaxies with M * > 10 10 M ⊙ at redshift z = 0, while the GP14+GRP model predicts a contribution of ∼ 9%. The situation is, however, reversed for satellite galaxies, where the GP14+GRP model gives a better match to the observations than S . The latter is likely driven by the different treatment of hot halo stripping of satellites in the models, in which the former applies a gradual stripping, while the latter assumes instantaneous stripping.
Conversely, it is less obvious why S more closely matches the observations for the full sample and centrals alone than the GP14+GRP model. A closer comparison between the predictions of the two models suggests that the difference most likely lies in the way the partition between atomic and molecular hydrogen is set. While the two models predict very similar total cold gas masses at fixed stellar mass, above stellar masses of 10 10 M ⊙ the fraction of cold gas mass in atomic form is ∼10 times higher in S than in the GP14+GRP model. This is intriguing, as both models assume a pressure-HI/H 2 relation based on the empirical model of Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006) . In this model, Σ H 2 /Σ HI = (P/P 0 ) α , with Σ H 2 and Σ HI being the surface densities of molecular and atomic hydrogen, respectively, P being the hydrostatic pressure, and P 0 and α being observationally constrained. However, S adopts the Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006) reported value of P 0 /k B = 34, 273 K cm −3 (with k B being Boltzmann's constant), which is about 2 times larger than the value adopted in the GP14+GRP model, P 0 /k B = 17, 000 K cm −3 , which is based on Leroy et al. (2008) . This effectively makes the atomic-to-molecular conversion less efficient in S compared to GALFORM, which allows galaxies to be more HI-rich for the same star formation rate. However, it is worth emphasizing that the atomic-to-molecular conversion efficiency in both models also depends on the accretion plus feedback cycle (which are different), and hence, the different P 0 values are likely only partially responsible for the differences seen in the models.
Although we cannot conclusively point to the main physical process responsible for the difference seen in central galaxies between the two simulations discussed here, it is clear that they would overall greatly benefit from using gas observations, such as those shown here, to constrain their free parameters. This is because both models broadly reproduce other measurements, such as the stellar mass function and the star-formation rate-stellar mass relation, showing that the gas content of galaxies, and particularly the contribution of centrals/satellites as a function of stellar mass, provides a strong, independent constraint.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In this paper we use an interferometric stacking technique to study the contribution of centrals and satellites of different stellar masses to the cosmic HI mass density in the local Universe.
We show that, as expected, Ω HI is dominated by central galaxies at the mean redshift of z = 0.065. We then present, for the first time, the distribution of Ω HI in stellar masses for galaxies in different hierarchies and find that galaxies with stellar masses above 10 10 M ⊙ contribute to ∼30% of the total atomic hydrogen in local galaxies, and that 50% of Ω HI is reached around stellar masses of ∼10 9.3 M ⊙ .
While our findings are consistent with previous determinations of the contribution of massive galaxies to Ω HI (Schiminovich et al. 2010; Lemonias et al. 2013) , they are in tension with Lagos et al. (2014a) , who showed that in semi-analytic models most of the HI is stored in galaxies with masses below ∼10 9 M ⊙ and, most importantly, that massive galaxies (M * > 10 10 M ⊙ ) contribute to only 9% of Ω HI . In order to fully understand the origin of this tension, we extend the work by Lagos et al. (2014a) and compare our results with predictions from the semi-analytic models GP14+GRP and S . In the case of the whole sample or central galaxies only, S more closely matches our findings. We show that this is -at least partially -due to the different prescriptions used for the partition between atomic and molecular hydrogen in the two models. In GP14+GRP massive galaxies appear too atomic hydrogen poor than observed. This is intriguing, as it would also mean that the contribution of massive galaxies to Ω H2 found by Lagos et al. (2014a) might be in reality significantly smaller, and that the overlap in stellar mass between the galaxy populations dominating Ω HI and Ω H2 is actually wider than previously claimed. Of course, this cannot be confirmed until a similar analysis for the molecular hydrogen content of galaxies is performed.
Conversely, when it comes to satellite galaxies, the GP14+GRP implementation of environmental effects produces results closer to ours than S . This implies that the observed Ω HI distribution in stellar mass for satellites cannot be reproduced by strangulation of the gas alone and gradual ram-pressure stripping works better. This is fully consistent with the recent work by Brown et al. (2017) , who compared the results from stacking of 10,600 satellite galaxies extracted from the ALFALFA survey footprint with both SAMs (GP14 and GP14+GRP) and hydrodynamical simulations (Davé et al. 2013 ). However, it is promising to note that hydrodynamical models are quickly improving and that some of the ten-sions highlighted by Brown et al. (2017) are being addressed (e.g., Stevens et al. 2019) .
In conclusion, our work highlights how a simple parametrisation of Ω HI as a function of stellar mass and hierarchy can still bring to the surface important limitations in our current understanding of the gas cycle in galaxies, and provide fundamental constraints to cosmological simulations. Thanks to the advent of the Square Kilometer pathfinder telescopes such as Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP) (Johnston et al. 2008; Meyer 2009 ), MeerKAT (Holwerda et al. 2012) , Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope (FAST) (Nan et al. 2011; Duffy et al. 2008 ) and WSRT/Aperture Tile in Focus (APERTIF) (Oosterloo et al. 2009 ), it will very soon be possible to extend this approach to significantly larger samples making it possible to further dissect the contribution of different galaxy populations to the atomic gas mass density of the local Universe, and potentially extend this to higher redshifts.
